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Abstract—In smart factory applications, sensors, actuators,
field devices, and supervision systems often require a high degree
of reliability and timeliness in information exchange. The Quality
of Service provided by the underlying industrial communication
network is a key requisite for Quality of Control. In this context,
the WirelessHART, ISA100.11a, and IEEE802.15.4e Timeslotted
Channel Hopping (TSCH) standards contribute novel protocols
to support quasi-deterministic services, based on wireless short-
range communication technologies. The recently created IETF
6TiSCH working group binds IPv6 to this market. Within
the 6TiSCH architecture, the 6top sublayer manages the way
communication resources are scheduled in time and frequency.
The On-The-Fly (OTF) bandwidth reservation module plays a
complementary role; it is a distributed approach for adapting
the scheduled bandwidth to network requirements. This article
first describes the OTF module and its interactions with the
6top sublayer. It then presents simulation results of OTF, drawn
from a realistic 50-sensor mote multi-hop network that models
a small industrial plant. Results show that OTF can attain an
end-to-end latency of the order of a second, with over 99% end-
to-end reliability. The first real-world OTF implementation in
OpenWSN is presented to demonstrate it can easily be added
within the 6TiSCH architecture.
Index Terms—IEEE802.15.4e Sensor Networks, Timeslotted
Channel Hopping, 6TiSCH Architecture, 6top, On-The-Fly (OTF)
Bandwidth Reservation.
I. INTRODUCTION
For a long time, industrial systems have relied on wired
networks for robust and predictable communication. These
networks connect sensing and control capabilities at different
steps in the production process [1], [2]. The installation and
maintenance costs of wires in an industrial setting have fueled
the introduction of wireless technology. Yet, for wireless
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networks to be usable in this context, they need to fulfill
two fundamental requirements: almost deterministic commu-
nication and robustness. These two constraints were first
met by the Time Synchronized Mesh Protocol (TSMP) [3].
In TSMP, time-scheduling enables precise end-to-end delay
calculation, while frequency hopping reduces packet loss due
to interference and multi-path fading.
To guarantee the interoperability of wireless sensor
motes, the core concepts of TSMP were introduced into
WirelessHART (2008) [4], ISA100.11a (2011) [5] and
IEEE802.15.4e (2012) [6]. While the first two standards define
a complete protocol stack, the latter only defines the physical
and three distinct Medium Access Control (MAC) layers: Low
Latency Deterministic Network (LLDN), Timeslotted Chan-
nel Hopping (TSCH), and Deterministic and Synchronous
Multi-channel Extension (DSME). Among these, the TSCH
mode is the one facilitating multi-hop operation, and is able
cope efficiently with external interference and multi-fading
in distributed sensing and process control applications. The
clean layering allows IEEE802.15.4e TSCH to fit under an
IPv6-enabled protocol stack for low-power wireless networks.
This architecture was recently proposed by the IETF 6TiSCH
Working Group (WG)1.
The IETF 6TiSCH WG, created in October 2013, is play-
ing a key role introducing IPv6 [7] to industrial standards,
and fostering the convergence between Operational Technol-
ogy (i.e. industrial networks) and Information Technology
(i.e. computer networks) [8]. The goal of the 6TiSCH archi-
tecture [9] is an IPv6 multi-link subnet, including several Low
Power and Lossy Networks (LLNs) connected by a high-speed
backbone, through a number of Backbone Routers (BBRs).
6TiSCH “glues” together the IEEE802.15.4e TSCH MAC
layer with an IPv6-enabled upper stack (e.g. 6LoWPAN [10],
and the Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks,
RPL [11]). TSCH, like TSMP, combines time synchronization
with channel hopping: all sensor motes in the network follow
a common schedule that specifies for each sensor mote at
which time slot and on which channel it can communicate with
its neighbors. The IEEE802.15.4e standard does not define
how the schedule is built and matched to network traffic
requirements.
To bridge this gap, 6TiSCH has defined the 6TiSCH Opera-
tion Sublayer (6top) [12], which (de)allocates resources within
1IPv6 over the TSCH mode of IEEE802.15.4e (6TiSCH),
http://tools.ietf.org/wg/6tisch/charters.
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the schedule, while monitoring performance and collecting
statistics. Different bandwidth reservation approaches are sup-
ported by the 6TiSCH architecture. A centralized approach
is suitable for applications with static traffic patterns. This
is the approach taken by industrial wireless standards such
as WirelessHART (2008) [4] and ISA100.11a (2011) [5]. For
applications with highly dynamic topologies and bursty data
transmissions, distributed scheduling is an alternative.
For instance, when a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is
deployed for continuous real-time monitoring of a given field,
it is easier to estimate and tune the amount of traffic that
each sensor mote has to deliver over the time and, hence,
define a schedule using a centralized approach. Contrariwise,
if the WSN is set up to detect an event, sensor motes
will be almost silent over the time (except for unavoidable
signaling messages) but they will start sending notifications
upon the event they are looking for is detected. Under these
circumstances, it is not possible to predict in advance the traffic
patterns and a distributed approach would be more useful.
In safety-related industrial sensors applications, traffic can
be bursty. For instance, gas leak detection [15], [16] must
start transmitting at a higher sample rate to reduce the time
to locate the leak, to calculate its magnitude, and to estimate
the prospective evolution of this failure. Another example is
monitoring grain silos to prevent fire or explosions [17]; sensor
motes are programmed to change the data capture frequency
and wake up secondary sensing devices when certain humidity,
temperature, oxygen, or carbon monoxide levels are reached.
During these bursts, a high packet loss cannot be tolerated.
On-The-Fly (OTF) bandwidth reservation [13] is a solution
for distributed scheduling. Based on a bandwidth allocation
algorithm, OTF dynamically matches the scheduled bandwidth
between pairs of sensor motes to the actual traffic load.
OTF decides when to add/delete resources, and the 6top
sublayer then makes the appropriate changes to the TSCH
schedule. The range of application domains where OTF can
be applied spans from semi-centralized systems (in which a
rapid reaction is needed when a surge in bandwidth is detected)
and fully distributed systems (where neighbor motes negotiate
bandwidth with one another without the intervention of a Path
Computation Element, PCE).
Application examples of OTF as a distributed bandwidth
reservation module include temporary monitoring deployments
for specific magnitude measurement, such as vibration and
strain in bridges [18]–[20] where sensor motes reserve band-
width dynamically according to the number of parameters,
sampling rate and aggregate requirements. OTF can be used in
industrial processes monitoring applications to take advantage
of flexible bandwidth allocation. For example, transport belts
in the mining industry [21], [22] require several sensing points
such as misalignment switches, speed monitors, belt wear
monitors and metal detectors. When the dynamics of the belt
changes, it triggers a spike in data generation until a new
equilibrium point is reached.
This article describes the 6top sublayer and the OTF
bandwidth reservation module, and presents their performance
through simulation. This article is not an attempt at answering
which approach to use (centralized, distributed, hybrid), but
rather shows the performance of OTF, and the first proof
of concept, proving OTF can be implemented in low power
sensor motes, in real scenarios.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II provides an overview of the IEEE802.15.4.e TSCH
MAC and the 6top sublayer, on which OTF is built. Sec-
tion III details the OTF mechanism, including the bandwidth
allocation algorithm at its core. Section IV describes the
6TiSCH simulator used in this contribution and reports key
performance indicators for OTF as well as its preliminary
experimental evaluation. Section V concludes this article.
II. 6TISCH ARCHITECTURE
The OTF Bandwidth Reservation module is designed for
6TiSCH networks. The 6TiSCH architecture implements the
IEEE802.15.4e TSCH link-layer protocol, the 6top sublayer,
and the RPL routing protocol. The TSCH MAC and the 6top
sublayer are described in more details in this section.
A. IEEE802.15.4e TSCH
IEEE802.15.4e [6] is an amendment to the MAC protocol
of IEEE802.15.4-2011 [14]. The Time Synchronized Channel
Hopping (TSCH) mode of IEEE802.15.4e yields ultra-high
reliability and lower-power operation. All sensor motes in a
IEEE802.15.4e network are synchronized. Time is split into
time slots, each typically 10ms long. Time slots are grouped
into a slotframe, which continuously repeats over time. All
communication is orchestrated by a “schedule” which instructs
each sensor mote what to do in each slot of the slotframe:
sleep, transmit (TX) or receive (RX). Channel diversity is
achieved by specifying, for each TX or RX slot, a channel
offset. In consecutive slotframe cycles, the same channel
offset translates into a different communication frequency,
resulting in “channel hopping”. Channel hopping reduces the
impact of external interference and multi-path fading, thereby
increasing the reliability of the network [23].
The TSCH schedule can be represented by 2-D matrix
of width the number of slots in a slotframe, and height the
number of available frequencies. Each element in the matrix
is called a “cell”. A cell is “scheduled” when used either to
transmit or receive. Each scheduled cell is an opportunity for
a sensor mote to communicate with its neighbor. The schedule
is managed through a centralized or distributed scheduling
entity; OTF – presented in this article – is a example of
the latter. The role of the scheduling entity is to ensure that
there are enough communication opportunities to satisfy the
communication needs of the applications (amount of traffic
load offered to the network, reliability, latency).
The IEEE802.15.4e standard specifies the scheduling mech-
anism (i.e. how to execute a schedule), but does not specify
the scheduling policy (i.e. how the schedule is built and
maintained). Constructing a schedule is policy-specific. Exam-
ple policies include a centralized scheduling based on graph
coloring techniques [25], [26], and distributed scheduling
using gossiping at two-hop neighbors [27]. The scheduling
entity requires a method to distribute and install the schedule
at each sensor mote.
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Fig. 1. A simple TSCH schedule.
B. 6TiSCH Operation Sublayer (6top)
The 6TiSCH working group is defining the 6top sublayer as
the next upper layer of the TSCH MAC (see Fig. 2). Layers on
top of 6top can use it to manage the TSCH schedule, configure
monitoring, and collect statistics [12].
Fig. 2. The 6TiSCH protocol stack.
6top has been designed to be used with several scheduling
approaches. With a centralized one, a PCE collects topology
and traffic requirements that are used to build a communication
schedule, which is then sent to the sensor motes in the
network. In a distributed approach, sensor motes compute
their own schedule according to local information or by
using a distributed resource reservation protocol similar to
the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [24], [27] or Next
Steps In Signaling (NSIS) [28].
6top labels each scheduled cell by its cellType, which
can be either “hard” or “soft”. A hard cell is a cell that cannot
be dynamically relocated2 by 6top. The cell is installed by 6top
at a particular slotOffset and channelOffset in the
schedule. This type of cell is typically scheduled by a PCE.
2We use the term “relocate” to mean that the cell is moved from one
[ slotOffset,channelOffset] coordinate to a different one in the
TSCH schedule.
Once installed, only the PCE can move/delete it inside the
TSCH schedule. A soft cell is a cell that can be relocated
by 6top dynamically. This type of cell is typically scheduled
by a distributed scheduling entity, e.g. OTF proposed in this
paper. Instead of specifying the exact slotOffset and
channelOffset, the scheduling entity indicates how many
cells to schedule to a given neighbor, i.e. the bandwidth re-
quirement. With the bandwidth requirement, 6top will choose
specific slotOffset(s) and channelOffset(s) through
the soft cell negotiation procedure described in [12]. The
monitoring process of 6top keeps track of the performance
of each of the cells to the same neighbor. If a cell performs
significantly worse than the other cells scheduled to the same
neighbor, 6top relocates this cell at a different slotOffset
and channelOffset inside the TSCH schedule. The con-
cept of soft cells allows the 6top sublayer deal with the
interference efficiently.
Once a TSCH schedule is established, 6top is responsi-
ble for feeding the data from the upper layer into TSCH.
A 6TiSCH network can transport different types of traffic,
possibly for different administrative entities (e.g. equipment
or process status data like temperature, pressure, vibration and
Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) data in
a smart building), with different Quality of Service (QoS)
constraints. Since 6top is a sublayer between 6LoWPAN
and IEEE802.15.4e TSCH (Fig. 2), the properties associated
with a packet/fragment are translated by the upper layer into
parameters such as next hop neighbor address, or priority
associated with that packet. 6top comes with its own queuing
model to satisfy the associated service differentiation.
Fig. 3. The 6top queue model.
The 6top queue model is depicted in Fig. 3. Qi represents
a queue, which is either broadcast or unicast, and has an
assigned priority. The number of queues is configurable. When
6top receives a packet to forward, the Inverse Multiplexer (I-
MUX) module selects a queue where to insert it, according
to the priority associated with the packet. The Multiplexer
(MUX) module is invoked at each scheduled transmit cell by
TSCH. When invoked, the MUX module goes through the
queues using the neighbor address attached to the scheduled
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transmit cell, looking for the best matching frame to send. If
it finds a frame, it hands it over to TSCH for transmission.
6top maintains statistics about the performance of scheduled
cells. When using a centralized scheduler, this information
is periodically sent to the PCE, which continuously adapts
the schedule and sends schedule updates as needed. This
information can also be used by the objective function of RPL
or bandwidth reservation modules.
6top provides a set of commands to support decentralized,
centralized and hybrid scheduling solutions. These form an in-
terface an upper layer can use. For bandwidth reservation func-
tions, CREATE/DELETE.softcell [12] adds or deletes
soft cells. The monitoring process of 6top is responsible for
the quality of those soft cells by relocating the cells with
significantly low communication performance.
RPL can leverage the statistic information 6top gathers
at each node to further optimize routes, subject to the QoS
requirements of served applications. This way, soft real time
services can be provided over the best effort track by dynam-
ically updating paths, based on a quasi real-time monitoring
of the different candidate next hop nodes along a path.
III. ON-THE-FLY BANDWIDTH RESERVATION
Most industrial networks require a high level of determin-
ism. Typically, data flows are known a priori, and it is therefore
possible to compute the communication schedule in advance,
taking into account the QoS level of each flow (amount of
data, latency, reliability), while optimizing the use of cells
scheduled to limit the energy spent. When flow requirements
change (e.g. a sensor node generates a new data flow), the
schedule needs to be adapted accordingly. Several approaches
are possible, including centralized and distributed ones. The
6top sublayer follows a distributed approach, and allocates soft
cells upon request from a higher level reservation protocol
module, such as OTF, and makes sure that the requested QoS
is constantly met in a hop-by-hop basis. The OTF module
presented in this work deals with the best-effort track, which
corresponds to the class of traffic with the lowest priority,
prone to higher packet loss and variable delay. Consequently,
OTF does not guarantee the same compliance with the delay
and packet loss requirements offered by other tracks, with
different QoS settings.
The OTF module is located on top of the 6top sublayer,
and implements a distributed bandwidth allocation algorithm:
this module monitors the amount of data being sent to each
of the mote’s neighbors; when this amount of data becomes
too large (resp. too small) compared to the number of cells
scheduled to that neighbor, OTF asks 6top to add (resp. delete)
cells scheduled to that neighbor. Adding/deleting cells triggers
a specific communication process (“negotiation”) between
the neighbor motes, which results in transmission overhead.
Complimentary to the OTF bandwidth estimation algorithm,
an allocation algorithm module is implemented before the
requests are forwarded to 6top. By adding configurable over-
provisioning through a threshold, this allocation algorithm
module reduces bandwidth estimation algorithm instabilities
such as cells continuously added/deleted. However, there is a
Fig. 4. Main components of the OTF module.
need to find the optimal trade-off between over-provisioning
too many cells (which implies motes would switch their radios
on unnecessarily) or too few cells (which translates in an
unnecessary increase of 6top’s communication overhead).
As shown in Fig. 4, a network administrator can fine-tune
OTF parameters using the Constrained Application Protocol
(CoAP), an application-level protocol [31] developed as a
light version of HTTP for low power networks. The OTF
module has the possibility to host several bandwidth estimation
algorithms which can be selected from an external application
by using CoAP. In this way, a single implementation can be
configured to the needs of different applications. Furthermore,
once the bandwidth estimation algorithm is selected, it can
be adjusted to obtain the best performance by sending CoAP
messages to modify internal parameters and configure the
actual algorithm behavior.
OTF was designed with two main use cases in mind: as a
completely distributed allocation module or as a complement
to a PCE-based approach. In the first case, it may be used
to allocate cells to build tracks between sensor nodes given
routing and QoS requirements – for example for a temporal
instrumentation setting – while in the second case, it may be
used to increment available bandwidth among sensor nodes
to adapt to surges in bandwidth requirements, for example
to install and reconfigure firmware nodes, or for non-critical
alarms from the production line. Given the wide range of net-
work deployments and applications, the bandwidth estimation
algorithm and the threshold value are implementation-specific.
Finally, the OTF allocation algorithm is triggered by a set
of 6top events, such as the reception of a packet.
A. OTF Allocation Algorithm
The OTF allocation algorithm uses a set of three parameters
for each of the mote’s neighbors: (i) S, the number of currently
scheduled cells; (ii) R, the number of cells required given
the outgoing traffic to that neighbor; (iii) T , the neighbor-
specific threshold. OTF uses the 6top statistics to obtain S. The
Bandwidth Estimation Algorithm provides R to the allocation
algorithm that, comparing R with S, establishes the number
of cells to be added or deleted, according to the threshold T .
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Algorithm 1 OTF Allocation Algorithm
procedure OTF ALLOCATION(S, R, T )
⊲ S: Scheduled cells ⊲ R: Required cells ⊲ T : Threshold
if R < (S − T ) then ⊲ DELETE cells
S = R+ ⌊(T/2)⌋
else if R > S then ⊲ ADD cells
S = R+ ⌈(T/2)⌉
else ⊲ (S − T ) ≤ R ≤ S
⊲ No cells to ADD or DELETE
end if
end procedure
Fig. 5. Example of the OTF allocation algorithm, when S = 11, T = 3,
for different values of R.
As described in Algorithm 1, for each neighbor, the alloca-
tion algorithm reserves the number of cells needed at that time
(R), plus T/2 over-provisioned cells to allow for variations in
the amount of bandwidth. In detail, the algorithm adds/deletes
respectively the ceil/floor value of T/2, to avoid triggering a
new 6top add/delete command when R even changes of 1 unit
(as it should happen by considering T instead of T/2 in the
formula). Fig. 5 shows the number of cells added/deleted by
the OTF algorithm, for different values of R, when S = 11
and T = 3.
The allocation algorithm also increases the stability of the
bandwidth estimation algorithm. For T = 0, the allocation
algorithm has no effect, and no cells are over-provisioned. As
a consequence, when a new packet increases the bandwidth
requirement even in 1 byte/s on top of the currently allocated
bandwidth, a new cell allocation request is sent to 6top;
thus generating a negotiation process. After the packet is
transmitted, another negotiation process to deallocate the cell
is triggered, since the new allocated bandwidth will not be
needed any more. This phenomenon will happen for every
packet exceeding the allocated bandwidth, thus generating
an oscillation on the cell allocation process. If T 6= 0,
the allocation algorithm is enabled, and the former problem
is avoided by over-provisioning: the required bandwidth is
already allocated in excess when the packet arrives, and it
will still be allocated when the packet has been transmitted.
Furthermore, the two original negotiation processes do not take
place, reducing both delay response and power consumption
due to management traffic.
B. OTF-6top Interaction
OTF issues two 6top commands (CREATE.softcell,
DELETE.softcell [12]) and retrieves statistics.
6top keeps statistics in the following structures [32]:
1) The CellList structure holds per-cell quality statistics
(e.g. number of packets sent, number of packets acknowl-
edged, signal strength of received packets on that cell).
2) The MonitoringStatusList structure holds per-
neighbor scheduling statistics (e.g. number of scheduled
cells to that neighbor).
3) The NeighborList structure holds per-neighbor con-
nectivity statistics (e.g. signal strength of received packets
from that neighbor).
4) The QueueList structure holds per-queue statistics
(e.g. queue fill levels, amount of time a packet spends
in a queue).
OTF uses the MonitoringStatusList to retrieve S,
the number of scheduled cells for a specific neighbor. It deter-
mines R, the required number of cells, through QueueList
and NeighborList statistics. OTF allocation algorithm then
decides to add/delete cells.
OTF also configures 6top’s monitoring function. This func-
tion is responsible for detecting schedule collisions (two
pairs of sensor motes use the same soft cell in the sched-
ule). When the link quality of a soft cell is lower than
the average link quality of all soft cells to that neighbor,
the monitoring function relocates the soft cell to a different
(slotOffset,channelOffset) in the schedule.
When issuing CREATE.softcell and
DELETE.softcell commands, OTF specifies the number
of cells to be added/deleted. 6top is responsible for choosing
the specific cells within the schedule. The mote and its
neighbor go through a 6top cell negotiation process: the mote
sends a candidate cell list to its neighbor, which picks a
subset of those cells.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of OTF, both in simulation
and experimentation. This section first details the simulation
environment, presents the simulation results, and discusses
lessons learned. It then describes the first OTF proof of concept
presented at the IETF90 standardization meeting.
The goal of the performance evaluation is to answer the
following questions: What end-to-end latency can a network
running OTF offer?, What about end-to-end reliability? and
What trade-offs does the OTF threshold allow?
A. The 6TiSCH Simulator
The 6TiSCH simulator3 is used to measure the evolution of
the number of scheduled cells, the number of OTF add/remove
3As an online addition to this article, the source code of the simulator used
is available at https://bitbucket.org/6tisch/simulator/.
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS.
deployment
number of sensor motes 50
deployment area square, 2km× 2km
deployment constraint 3 neighbors with PDR>50%
application data generation
period (same for each mote) 1, 10, 60s ±50%
RPL
parent set size 3
MinHopRankIncrease 256
OTF
OTF threshold 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 cells
OTF housekeeping period 1s
IEEE802.15.4e TSCH
timeslot duration 10ms
length of a slotframe 101 cells
max. MAC retries 5
radio and propagation
radio sensitivity −101dBm
operations, the end-to-end latency and end-to-end reliability,
for a number of use cases and simulation parameters.
The 6TiSCH simulator is an open-source discrete-event
simulator written in Python, developed by members of the
6TiSCH WG to quantify the performance of proposals early in
the standardization process. It implements the standards and
protocols defined in the 6TiSCH architecture document [9]:
established standards (IEEE802.15.4e MAC [6], RPL [11])
and 6TiSCH draft standards (6top [12], OTF [13]). The latter
two have been developed and added to the simulator as part
of the work done and presented in this article. The set of
parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table I,
and detailed in the remainder of this section.
The simulator is instrumented to measure and record the
state of different parameters of interest (e.g. the timestamp
at which a packet is transmitted). A single simulation run in-
cludes two stages: deploying a network with a given topology,
and simulating the behavior of the network for a period of
time. A new topology is used for each run. For each set of
parameters, a large number of runs are performed. All results
in Section IV-B are presented with a 95% confidence interval.
Each wireless link is associated a Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR), a number between 0.00 and 1.00. When a sensor mote
transmits, the PDRs of the link connecting it to its neighbors
is used to determine whether or not neighbors receive the
packet. The PDRs are calculated on the basis of a Radio Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) of each link, which is determined
by a radio propagation model [33] according to the distance
between two sensor motes. The PDR of a link is constant for
the duration of a simulation run. In case different pairs of
sensor motes transmit in the same timeslot and at the same
frequency, packets collide. In this case, at each receiver, the
RSSIs of each colliding packet are converted to Signal to
Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR), which is mapped to a
PDR. The PDR of the link is lowered as a function of the
interference by the colliding packet(s).
The simulation parameters (summarized in Table I) have
been set according to RFC5673 [34], and are representative
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Fig. 6. Example simulated topology. The DAG root appears shaded in red
(in the center of the topology). Links are shaded grey according to their PDR.
The histogram shows the cumulative density function of the 434 links binned
in different PDR levels.
of industrial networks (e.g. deployed in a smart factory).
Deploying simulated sensor motes must result in enough
wireless connectivity for the RPL routing protocol to create
an efficient multi-hop topology. The deployment routine starts
by placing the DAG root (the gateway mote, or sink) at the
center of the deployment area. This placement is typical for
industrial applications [34]. It then places other sensor motes
one-by-one at random locations. At each candidate placement,
the deployment routine ensures that the new sensor mote can
communicate with at least 3 neighbors over wireless links
with a PDR of at least 50%. It moves the new mote to a
different random location until this condition is satisfied. Even
though we ensure that each node is well connected to at least
3 neighbor, all links (including the ones with PDR≤50%) are
used in the simulation. Fig. 6 depicts an example of topology
generated by the simulator. This yields topologies with an
average (resp. maximum) depth of 1.963 (resp. 8 hops), when
only taking into account links with PDR>50%.
For all simulation runs, the TSCH schedule contains 101
cells, each 10ms long (the default value in the IEEE802.15.4e
standard [6]). When a mote transmits a packet to its neighbor,
it expects an acknowledgment packet; if it has not received one
after 5 tries, it drops the packet. The radio sensitivity (defined
as the RSSI satisfying PDR of 1%) is −101dBm.
On top of TSCH, 6top is in charge of negotiating and
deleting cells with neighbors. When adding cells, 6top takes as
input by OTF the number x of cells to be ideally allocated with
a neighbor. The 6top routine on a mote collects the timeslots
available against its own schedule, and informs the neighbor
about such availability and the desired number x of cells
needed. The neighbor discards among these timeslots those
that are already busy on its own schedule, i.e. timeslots already
in use. From the remaining set of timeslots (which corresponds
to the free timeslots common to both motes), the neighbor
randomly picks x timeslots if that set cardinality is bigger
than x. Otherwise, it picks exactly the remaining timeslots.
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To each of the selected timeslots, the neighbors associate a
randomly chosen channel offset among the 16 available at
2.4GHz. When deleting cells, 6top sends to its neighbor the
cells to be deleted on their link.
OTF decides whether to add or remove cells to neighbor
motes and, in case, feeds 6top for performing such an op-
eration. The OTF algorithm running on a mote is executed
every second, and leads the bandwidth allocation strategy. It
estimates the outgoing amount of traffic as the sum of: (i) the
forwarded traffic, as the average number of packets received
by “child” neighbors and to be relayed towards the DAGroot,
and (ii) the self-generated traffic, as the number of packets
generated by the mote itself for each slotframe. If the latter
is very well known to an OTF-enabled mote, an estimation
technique is required for evaluating the forwarded traffic.
Such an estimation is performed through an auto-regressive
filter, which averages with equal weights (i.e. 0.5) a previous
estimation of the incoming traffic and the number of packets
received in the time interval elapsed (expressed in number of
slotframes) since the previous estimation took place. At steady
state, i.e. when the network churn is null, this filter outputs
the average traffic incoming to the mote.
On the basis of the estimated outgoing traffic, OTF com-
putes the number R of required TX cells, and compares this
value to the number of S TX scheduled cells. It takes the
threshold T into account (Section III-A) to decide whether to
trigger a 6top negotiation.
To assess the OTF over-provisioning performances, several
OTF threshold values have been used (0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10
cells).
In the RPL implementation, each mote maintains a routing
parent set of 3 motes. The MinHopRankIncrease, the
minimum increase of the DAG rank between a mote and
its parent [11], is set to 256, according to 6TiSCH-minimal-
draft [35].
Each sensor mote generates data packets regularly, with
a period equal to packetPeriod ±50%. Three val-
ues of packetPeriod are used: 1s, 10s, 60s. The
packetPeriod is the same for all sensor motes in the
network; each sensor mote uniformly selects a new random
period within [ packetPeriod
2
. . . 3·packetPeriod
2
] after each trans-
mitted packet.
B. Simulation Results
The simulation results presented in this section are depicted
as average values with a 95% confidence interval. Each data
point represents 100 simulation runs.
Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the number of scheduled cells
over time, which is the sum of all cells scheduled by all the
sensor motes in the network related to the activity (and energy
consumption) in the network. The purpose of OTF is to match
the number of communication cells scheduled in the network
to the amount of data traffic. The lower the packet period, the
more traffic, and hence the more cells are required. The OTF
threshold is the number of cells that are over-provisioned: the
larger the value of the threshold, the more cells are scheduled.
Fig. 8 shows the number of scheduled cells at the end of the
simulation depicted in Fig. 7, i.e. after 100 slotframe cycles
Fig. 7. Sum of the scheduled cells at each of the 50 motes in the network,
as a function of time. One slotframe cycle is 101 slots long, or 1.010 s.
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Fig. 8. Sum of the scheduled cells at each of the 50 sensor motes in the
network, at the end of the simulation presented in Fig. 7, as a function of the
OTF threshold. Note that results for packet period 10 s and 60 s are so close
that they appear on top of one another.
have elapsed. This number of scheduled cells is plotted as
a function of the OTF threshold. As expected, the larger the
threshold, the more cells are scheduled.
These results are obtained for a slotframe duration of 101
slots. With 16 frequencies, there are hence 1616 cells in the
schedule. Even with each of the 50 sensor motes generating
one packet per second, and an OTF threshold of 10 slot, only
approx. 500 cells are scheduled, thus, around 30%. Readers
interested in the scalability limits of such scheduling are
referred to the work of Samuel Zats [36].
Figs. 7 and 8 depict the averall number of cells schedule
for all 50 motes. The evolution of the total number of cell
(for example over time) is representative of the evolution of
the number of scheduled cells at an average mote.
OTF triggers the 6top sublayer to add or delete cells to
neighbors. This is called an “OTF operation”. Fig. 9 depicts
the average number of OTF operations per cycle (one cycle
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Fig. 9. The average number of times OTF asks the 6top sublayer to add/delete
some cells to a neighbor per cycle, over the whole 50-sensor mote network.
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Fig. 10. Impulse response of OTF: 5 packets are generated by each mote
at times 20 s and 60 s. The top plot shows the OTF activity (above the line
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removed). The bottom portion shows the resulting number of scheduled cells.
is 101 cells long, or 1.01s) for the whole network, over the
first 100 cycles. The more dynamic OTF, the more operations
it performs. Each operation causes the 6top sublayer of two
neighbor motes to negotiate to add/delete a cell, which in-
duces communication overhead. Lower activity is therefore
preferred. The larger the OTF threshold, the more cells are
over-provisioned in the network; this hysteresis will cause OTF
to add/delete cells less often.
Fig. 10 shows the “impulse response” of OTF. Instead of
generating data at a constant rate, he application on each
sensor mote generates 5 packets at the time, at t=20 s and
t=60 s. Fig. 10 shows how this results in OTF adding a number
of cells, then removing those as the burst of traffic has ended.
End-to-end latency is calculated as the amount of time
between the moment a packet is generated at a sensor mote,
and the moment it is received at the DAGroot, possibly after
traveling multiple hops. Fig. 11 shows this latency as a func-
tion of time. Motes only start generating data at the earliest
packetPeriod
2
seconds after the beginning of the simulation.
The packets generated at neighbor motes of the DAG root
can reach it the fastest, leading to a “ramp up” effect of the
latency. The steady-state portion of Fig. 11 shows how the
Fig. 11. The evolution of end-to-end latency over time.
latency is smaller for larger values of the OTF threshold. With
a larger threshold, more cells are scheduled, giving a packet
more frequent opportunities to progress one hop, which results
in lower latency.
The portion of packets generated in the network that reaches
the DAG root is called end-to-end reliability. A packet can
be lost for three reasons: (1) the maximum number of MAC
retries is exceeded, possibly because of a too low link PDR
or collisions, (2) a sensor mote has no RPL routing parent to
forward data to, or (3) a sensor mote has no outbound cells
to communicate with that RPL parent. The simulator logs all
three events. Except for the first 2 slotframe cycles during
which the very first cells are installed, all packet loss is due
to reason (1).
Fig. 12 shows the end-to-end reliability as a function of
OTF threshold and packet period. For a packet period of
10s and 60s, end-to-end reliability is above 99%. It is well
below for a 1s packet period because of collisions. With a 1s
period, between 200 and 500 combined cells are scheduled
in the network (see Figs. 7 and 8). The probability that two
pairs of neighbor motes randomly pick the same cell becomes
significant, resulting in a higher packet collision rate and
lower reliability. This is exacerbated at higher OTF threshold
values, since sensor motes are more cell-hungry. When trying
to greedily over-provision their bandwidth, some sensor motes
will not be able to allocate a sufficient number of cells. Hence,
an equilibrium of load-balanced resources among sensor motes
will not be reached. This is also confirmed by observing
that, with the OTF threshold equal to 6, the reliability starts
decreasing while the OTF activity starts increasing (Fig. 9).
C. Lesson learned from Simulation Results
The obtained simulation results show that OTF is a valid
approach for managing a TSCH schedule in a distributed
manner. They highlight the importance of choosing a value
of the OTF threshold, as it determines the trade-off between
energy consumption, network stability, latency and reliability.
A higher threshold leads to a higher number of scheduled
cells (Fig. 8) – hence energy consumption–, but a more stable
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Fig. 12. End-to-end reliability as a function of OTF threshold.
network with less OTF operations (Fig. 9), a lower latency
(Fig. 11) and, in general, a higher reliability (Fig. 12).
Yet, the cells OTF schedules are shared by nature. This
“slotted Aloha” behavior means that packet collisions are
possible, and can lead to network collapse if too many cells are
scheduled. Fig. 12 shows the end-to-end reliability plummeting
for a 1s packet period and an OTF threshold of 10 cells. Under
these parameters (see Fig. 7) only about a third of the 1616
cells (101 cells × 16 frequency channels) in the network are
scheduled.
To answer the questions posed at the beginning of Sec-
tion IV, these results show how, in a 50-sensor mote multi-
hop network typical for an industrial application, a purely
distributed approach such as OTF can achieve end-to-end
latencies in the order of a second, with over 99% end-to-end
reliability.
D. First OTF Proof of concept
During the IETF90 standardization meeting (in Toronto,
Canada), a plugfest4 was organized to demonstrate different
applications of the 6TiSCH, 6lo5 and ROLL6 Working Groups.
At the plugfest, we presented the first OTF proof of concept,
implemented in the context of the OpenWSN project [37].
OpenWSN7 is an open-source implementation of a protocol
stack based on Internet of Things standards, using a variety of
hardware and software platforms. Its default protocol stack
includes IEEE802.15.4e, as well as 6LoWPAN and other
upper-layer IETF standards, including CoAP, RPL and several
recent drafts from the 6TiSCH WG.
Among them, the OTF draft was implemented and run on
a heterogeneous 10-sensor mote wireless mesh network. In
detail, as the first proof that OTF can run in a real network,
on low power motes, we implemented a simplified version
of OTF, based on a chain-reaction. Each sensor mote, along
4Plugfest, https://openwsn.atlassian.net/wiki/display/OW/IETF90+plugfest
56lo, http://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/6lo/charter/
6ROLL, http://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/roll/charter/
7OpenWSN, http://www.openwsn.org
the multi-hop path from a leaf mote towards the DAG root,
following the request of more bandwidth (soft cells) from
its child, asked for the same number of cells to its parent
sensor mote. By doing so, the new request of bandwidth was
fulfilled, in a distributed manner in the whole network, along
each multi-hop path, without the intervention of a PCE.
This chained reservation (cascade of cells allocations) from
the leaf until the DAG root did not use any centralized
scheduling entity, but relied on the OTF module to establish a
higher bandwidth path among all sensor motes on the multi-
hop path. This powerful behavior demonstrates the potential
of OTF for providing distributed soft cell allocation.
The OTF proof of concept presented at IETF90 plugfest
covered its basic functionality. As next steps, we plan to
develop a full OTF implementation, including bandwidth al-
location algorithms, threshold management, triggering events,
and CoAP interface.
V. CONCLUSION
This article presents the OTF bandwidth reservation mod-
ule for 6TiSCH networks, based on the 6top sublayer and
IEEE802.15.4e TSCH. OTF is a distributed scheduling al-
gorithm that dynamically matches link-layer resources to the
communication needs of network applications. OTF monitors
6top statistics and, if required, triggers 6top to add/delete
cells. 6top executes an internal negotiation protocol to make
the necessary changes to the TSCH schedule. A threshold
mechanism in OTF provides hysteresis, thereby preventing
ringing effects in consecutive cell allocations. This thresh-
old balances communication overhead (due to frequent 6top
negotiations) and energy consumption (due to unused over-
provisioned cells).
Performance of OTF was assessed through simulations run
over a 50-sensor mote multi-hop network representative of a
smart factory. The results have shown that OTF can pursue
end-to-end latencies of the order of a second, with over 99%
end-to-end reliability. The first OTF proof of concept imple-
mentation in OpenWSN was demonstrated and also presented
in this article in order to pragmatically highlight the relevance
of OTF to the 6TiSCH architecture.
The future work includes evaluating the performance of
OTF using different bandwidth estimation algorithms, and 6top
negotiation procedures. Both mechanisms have been left open
in the 6top and OTF standardization work to allow practi-
tioners to tailor 6TiSCH to their own vertical requirements.
Finally, large-scale experimental studies are envisaged in the
near future using OpenWSN.
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